Plasma cutting application

Metal artwork
Examples of plasma uses
Furniture fabrication
Furniture is often made from different types
of metal – usually a combination of intricate
thin plate material combined with heavier
tubular stock for strength. The metals used
are typically mild steel and stainless.
Systems: Powermax30® XP, 45 XP, or
Powermax65 SYNC™

Sculpture fabrication
Metal sculptures range in shape and
size from small tabletop pieces to large
free‑standing works of art. These sculptures
are made from a variety of metal thicknesses
and types such as mild steel, aluminum,
stainless steel and copper.
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Systems: the full product range

Fence and gate fabrication
Intricate shapes and designs are cut
from various metal thicknesses and type
to fabricate gates and fencing for lawns,
walkways or porches. These items are
typically fabricated from metal with 3 to
6 mm (1/8 to 1/4") thickness.
Systems: Powermax30 XP, 45 XP, or
Powermax65 SYNC

Miscellaneous metal items
The fabrication of such objects as doorway
signs, cookie cutters and jewelry are typically
cut from thin plate material in either mild
steel or tin. The ability to cut small intricate
shapes with no warping is important.
Systems: Powermax30 XP or 45 XP

Key advantages of Powermax systems
• Easy to set up and operate.
• Piercing capability makes starting interior
cuts easy.
• High cut quality reduces or eliminates
secondary operations, such as grinding.
• Drag-cutting technology makes it easy to
follow a line or template.
• System portability offers ease of use at
various locations.
• Controlled arc and high cutting speeds
reduce heat-affected zone and warping.
• Cut a variety of ferrous and non-ferrous
metals including mild steel, stainless and
aluminum – painted or rusted.
• Pilot arc control feature enables
uninterrupted cutting on expanded metal.
• Machine torches are available for use on
cutting machines such as X-Y tables, robots
• FineCut consumables deliver higher quality
cut with less dross, narrower kerf and smaller
heat-affected zone.
®

“ I tried three different brands and I sent them all back,” she says.
“I was trying to save money and let’s just say, you get what you pay
for. It wasn’t worth it. The Powermax30 XP is my favorite one, so I
went back to that”
Kelly Phipps, Kelly Phipps Metalworks

